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CORPORAL PUNISHMENT IN T HE 
SCHOOL.  

..MO principal or teacher employed in any 
I« capacity in any school or educational in

stitution, whether public or private, shall be 
permitted to inflict corporal punishment upon 
any child or pupil attending the same." 

Such is the reading of the law in regard to 
corporal punishment in N. J. 

Twenty-five years ago the general opinion 
of a teacher was that the more he whipped, the 
better teacher he was, and if he could not or 
did not whip, be was a very inferior officer—he 
was not earning his money. This view as to 
what is proper in a teacher has, fortunately for 
the cause of education, died out; and now a 
teacher is regarded as successful only as he 
can govern without whipping. 

When the law allowed and public sentiment 
demanded the use of the rod, its use was, be
yond all question, abused by unprincipled teach
ers and whipping was frowned upon, the opposite 
extreme was taken and the law said, " You must 
not whip at all." When the rod was admin
istered with too liberal a hand there was 110 
law; when public sentiment had made the 
whip unpopular and it would have lost ground 
of itself, it with the accompanying authority 

was suddenly withdrawn by law. 
Now there is no disputing the question that 

the rod is good in its place. That its place 
was not known, was not the fault of the rod. 

Teach the teacher the place of the rod and 
the call for a law on the subject is withdrawn. 
Let public sentiment show its frown when the 
rod is used, unjustly let trustees and parents 
watch the administration of severe punish
ments, and the rod will be applied only in case 
of due neccessity even if its application is not 
prohibited by law. 

Twentyfive years ago, all that was required 
to obtain a license to teach school was a rudi
mentary knowledge of arithmetic, geography, 
reading and writing; now we require a teacher 
to study special works on methods of teach
ing and school discipline and pass exami
nations in same; we have teachers' meetings 
and institutes and papers, all aids toward 
governing by diplomacy and kindness. The 
danger, which called forth the law on punish
ments,—that the whip will be used to excess— 
under such preparation is lessened to virtually 
nothing. 

Every effort is now being made to have 
none but well qualified persons of good charac
ter as teachers. Every effort is being made to 
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show teachers the bad effect of whipping as a 
common punishment, and the better resnlts 
gained by using tact and diplomacy instead of 
force; but there are conditions which call 
for the judicious use of the birch. Solomon, 
the Wise Man, has said, "Spare the rod and 
spoil the child." Solomon said this to parents 
especially, but there are so many parents of 
the present day who trust the greater part of 
their children's training to teachers. If the 
teacher has his hands tied and can not train 
and discipline, by whom will it be done? May
be some of my readers will|say "It is useless to 
do it at all." Well! we have all heard the old 
saying, which I believe is true, "The use of 
the rod has spoiled a few; the Want of it, 
many." 

I think there is not one of us who, if we 
had a father while growing up, but can now 
look back and thank him for having used the 
willow nor criticize him for not having- used it. o 

Considering the need of the law prohibiting 
corporal punishment as having passed away 
let us now consider whether or not the prohi
bition is wise. 

A child with good parents will receive 
proper correction when needed, at home, and 
the parent will work with and support the 
teacher and the teacher will not be called on to 
use his authority. A child who is not well 
trained at home is the one who will defy the 
teacher's authority and power to correct. Since 
the teacher is denied the liberty to correct by" 
whipping the only thing left for him to do in 
extreme cases is to suspend and expel. Again 
we are brought square against the differences 
in family training. Suspend a pupil and let 
the parents act, is doubtless the best when the 
parents will act; but the ones most needing 
suspeuding, care less if they are suspended for 
it means to them merely a longer vacation in 
which to hunt or fish, or skate. 

Often, a scholar who now will be suspended 
for a week and allowed by indulgent parents 
to run the street, if he knew the teacher had 
the liberty to use the birch, would be more 
careful not to provoke its use. As the law stands, 
the child knows the teacher dare not whip 

and many of them know that "Papa" woidt. 
On just such children as last mentioned, the 
knowledge that the teacher can whip, would 
be like the ballast of a ship and would steady 
the action and strengthen the character of the 
child and make it possible for the teacher to 
sail his little vessel on both quiet aud turbulent 
dispositions. 

Our leading officers in educational work, are 
acting in a more natural order in raising the 
standards of those who teach rather than to 
make laws on the subject. Have better teachers, 
better qualified teachers, teachers in whom can 
be placed confidence enough to allow them to 
use a rod when ueceessary; and the need of a law 
to protct our "young ideas" from poorly disci
plined teachers will be no more. 

Raise the standard of qualifications for a 
teacher; but after you have given him the 
license to teach, do not tie his hands. 

GF.O. F. CORWIN. 

The dance given 011 M ar. 9, by the young 
ladies of the Hall was a very enjoyable affair. 
Many of the young ladies appeared in evening 
costume and the gymnasium presented a very 
bright attractive appearance. The presence of 
the members of faculty and their participation 
in the amusement of the evening added much 
to the enjoyment of the girls. The mingling 
of the faculty and students in such social af
fairs tends to lessen the gulf between them and 
to make school life more pleasant. 

The exercises in chapel during the past two 
weeks have been brightened by recitations and 
selections of music by the students, ^moug 
those who have contributed to the enjoy
ment upon these occasions are: Mr. Murheid, 
who gave a finely executed piano solo; Miss 
Mabel Hibbs, a selection from "Evangeline;" 
Miss La Rue, a reading of "A Childish 
Romance" written by Miss Studdiford; the 
Guitar Club, and the High School B's. The 
last two mentioned received hearty applause 
from the whole school. 
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Schools. 
f|UR colleges are all striving to attain to 
O leadership in something. At present there 
is considerable movement toward inter-collegiate 
debates, and we find Princeton, Harvard, Yale. 
Cornell, Univ. of Penn., Amherst, and others 
who are favorable toward it, while already Vas-
sar has challenged Bryn Mawr and .we read of 
an oratorical contest at the Univ. of Chicago. 
This is a grand proceedure, for it is altogether 
fitting that educational institutions should vie 
with each other as to superiority in intellectual 
attainments as well as in muscle, tact and skill 
011 th e athletic field. 

The*old-time cremation of the repulsive text
book is now being superseded by a more dig
nified performance which retains the same 
title but consists of presenting an original 
farce in which revenge 011 some author is 
sought. 

The faculty of Boston University have voted 
to count the work 011 the college paper as an 
hour's work in the course. This shows an ex
cellent appreciation of the value to be attached 
to a school journal as well as the amount of 
labor attending the editing of it. 

Pres. Elliot of Harvard had decided that more 
specific and restrictive rules should be exer
cised respecting intercollegiate contests. Many-
other college presidents favor similar action 
and we may look for some radical changes in 
the future ruling of our athletic sports. 

Of the 124 leading American colleges, the 
highest presidents salary is $10,000; the lowest 
$620; the average $2,015. The largest in the 
world is $20,coo for Prof. Turner of Edinburg. 

The following colleges support daily papers, 
Princeton, Yale, Harvard, Brown, Cornell, 
Univ. of Penn. and Univ. of Cal. 

But 43 of the ioo candidates passed the last 
entrance examination at West Point. 

Since Easter the Seniors in many of our 
colleges appear in cap and gown. 
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EXCHANGES.  

We are exceedingly gratified to find that, of 
the exchanges received, the School Record, 
Amulet, Oneonton, Sea-Side Torch, Bucknell 
Mirror, Pennington Review and University of 
Chicago Weekly, each have some appropriate 
pictures. The printing of good cuts can but 
make more valuable any school journal and we 
sincerely hope that such work may be contag
ious. 

The Swathmore Phoenix is welcomed to our 
exchange table and we note that their first 
words assert that their subscribers only are 
eligible to the office of editor and privileged to 
vote for the same. We recognize a favorable 
point in their method. 

For the Oneontan we desire to make the 
friendly criticism, that it is in need of an ex
change department. The link uniting the 
contemporary school publication, in a great 
measure may be found in a lively exchange 
column. 

The March number of the Argo is filled 
with such matter as should interest anv one. 

If you wish to read an interesting article 
which is the mind-product of an energetic 
young man, I would refer you to the "Baird 
prize oration" in the Nassau Lit. 

"Why, Pat, for Heaven's sake, what is the 
matter! ' " Well, sorr, I swallied a pertater bug; 
and although, sorr, I took some Parrus-green 
widin five minutes after, ter kill th' baste, 
shtill he's just raisin' the devil inside o' me, 
sorr." 

"Breathes there a man with soul so dead 
Who never to himself hath said" 
As he stubbed his toe against the bed 

"Forewarned is forearmed." Then read this. 
A pair in a hammock 

Attempted to kiss, 
But in less than a jiffy 

£ip.{ pmpap pps-
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Alumni. 
NOTES FROM AN ALUMNA. 

EDITOR THE SIGNAL 
T HAVE been jotting down some notes to-
i night, which I will send yon, if it may be 
some little corner of THE SIGNAL may be 
filled out by them. I went to a teachers' 
meeting this afternoon that really impressed 
me as remarkably funny. The report I send 
is satire, I suppose, but really a case where 
satire is truth, for there is hardly a line of ex
aggeration in it; rather a fac-simile picture of 
the meeting, as it appeared from my stand
point; of course the lights and shadows vary 
greatly with the stand-point. 

Place—Teachers' Meeting in an unknown 
city. Time—4 P. M. of a Monday afternoon, 
in the year of our Lord, 1894. Superinten
dent—Graduated Professor of Minutiae—in the 
chair. Present, a New Jersey State Normal 
School graduate, young, but aspiring; longing 
this particular Monday afternoon to get away 
from mechanical things, to reach out into the 
the broader, higher light of professional 
thought, which shall invigorate and refresh 
her professional soul. 

Superintendent sends teachers to the black
boards; dictates the following abstruse ex
ample, "Reduce 96^ to eighths." Teachers 
proceed, meekly, to put same on board, to the 
best of their conscious ability.' Fifteen minutes 
(time accurately noted by Normal student) 
now consumed in discussion whether "Reduce" 
shall be abbreviated "R," "Re," or "Red." 
Animated discussion ensues. Finally .settled 
"Red." Whereupon Normal student meekly 
adds the important "d" to the "Re" already 
011 the board. Same discussion now arises 
over "eighths," whether it shall be written 
"8ths.", or "8th." or "eighths." Left as a 
point not yet settled in pedagogy, profitable 
for future discussion. One half hour of time 
now gone. The statement of the problem is 
now fairly launched upon the board. Teachers 
prepare to work the example. The poor Nor
mal student unfortunately furnishes a bone of 

contention, because—0I1! pause, and consider 
the enormity of the offence—she has put 011 
the board, 96=96X5, instead of 96=5X96. 
Now pause, and listen, ye Normalites, 96XJ is 
not 96 times £, but * ti mes p<5, or 96 multiplied 
by *, and 96 times * m ust be written so,— 
SX96. If you can follow that, please accept 
my compliments, but if not, delay not a 
moment in pondering over it; let Compayre 
rest until you have mastered it. 

Furthermore, listen; pupils in their first year 
of school must not be taught "lim^s", but the 
briefer, more intelligble term-, " multiplied by." 

The Normal student, fired with a sudden 
spark of forensic ambition, prepares to argue 
her cause. A whole avalanche of logic suddenly 
descends upon this benighted student's head, 
under which, she, nevertheless, bears up re
markably well; and once in a while scores a 
point herself. This important pedagogical 
principle, namely: whether we shall teach the 
tender minds intrusted to our care, 96X*, or 
Jx96, is now discussed with fervor for one hour 
(Normal student again carefully noting time). 
Superintendent becomes realy enthusiastic over 
the possibilities of his theme. 

Normal student dimly remembers a time 
when mathematics was a real enjoyment, un
der a certain professor, known to most Normal
ites now; she remembers that mathematics 
were then set forth as being one of the favorite 
pastimes of the gods, but, as the clock strikes 
six, she inwardly breathes a prayer, that, if the 
mathematics of this Graduated Professor of 
Minutiae form any part of the enjoyments of 
heaven, then may she be delivered from ever 
reaching celestial abodes. 

And the lofty pure atmosphere of educational 
ideals and advanced professional thoughts, this 
Normal student has longed to breathe,—where 
is it? Alas! not here, in this "frontier" city, 
even though it is the year iSg.j. Two wasted 
hours, utterly profitless—the index to much 
more. To quote Carlyle, 'the genius ofReality 
dwells not here, all is one great Formula.' 
The Normal student feels an inward longing O O 
for the beacon lights of the Jersey shore. 

N EMO. 
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Editorial. 
SCHOOL COMMENCEMENTS.  

THERE is considerable discussion now going 
on concerning the manner in which school 

commencements are to be properly celebrated : 
especially is this talk being indulged in regard
ing the coming commencements of out own 
school. In the Model department it lias gone 
so far as to take the form of a passed resolution 
in which the senior class request the Principal 
to allow them to materially change the com
mencement programme from what it lias been 
in former years. The change desired is a set 
address .by an orator, paid for the occasion, 
who will consume some or all of the time 
generally filled up in a profitable manner by 
recitations, essays and orations of the gradu
ates. 

Having thus stated plainly the case before 
us in order to consider it, we must first con
front the question, a For what purpose are com
mencements and why do we haze them ?" 

In every commencement three distinct ele
ments are interested: the school represented, 
the persons graduating and the audience. 

A commencement is to impress upon the 
audience the fact that the persons graduating 
are leaving in a creditable manner, the school 
represented. A commencement, is intended 

to cast credit upon the persons graduated, the 
school represented and thus to gratify the par
ties concerned. 

Now, to impress upon the audience the 
good standing and effectiveness of the school, 
is it best to hire a professional orator for the 
occasion? To demonstrate to the public what 
the school has done for the graduating person 
and how well equipped is the latter to enter the 
active work of life, is it best to procure for the 
evening's orator, one, at the most, only indi
rectly connected with the institution, or its 
work; probably not connected with it at all? 

If one desires to attend a lecture of the ordi
nary kind, one would go where a good lecture 
could be heard, and there enjoy it; but there 
are "times and places for all things" and an 
audience does not go to a school commencement 
to hear professionals "orate." 

They go to find out what a school education 
and the education of that particular school 
which is represented, has done for the gradu
ating persons. They do not go to ascertain 
what a long life on the platform has done for 
a person; they can find that out at any time for 
a very small amount. People go to a school 
commencement to learn what the out going class 
possesses of ability, of knowledge and of confi
dence before an assembly, and what the school 
which the outgoing class represents, has done 
for them along these lines. They do not o-Q 
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to a commencement to learn how much of wit 
or of wisdom is possessed by a man who makes 
lecturing" his business. In other words: a com
mencement is something more important to 
those concerned celebrated in the old way, 
than it would be if celebrated in the new way. 

By adopting the new method, the entire 
significance of the commencement is lost and 
its very meaning perishes. 

Hence we claim that the change wonld be a 
change for the worse, detrimental both to the 
school and to the scholar. 

By these, our opinions on the subject we 
think to vindicate the position which THE 
SIGNAL has taken; that of opposition to the 
proposed change. The very reasons which 
caused the proposing of the change were these: 
certain persons were timorous in regard to 
speaking in public and desired a professional 
representative. We maintain that no modern 
education is complete until this excessive and 
embarrassing bashfulness is overcome. 

W. 

SUB-EDITORIAL.  

HNOTHER improvement has been inaugu-
Lt rated since the issue of last month. The im
provement is an excellent one: we refer to the 
enlarging and enriching of chapel exercises. 

Already we have been favored by a piano 
solo by Mr. John Murheid, a guitar exhibition 
by the school club, an essay prepared bv Miss 
Janetta Studdiford and other literary and musi
cal attractions. Soon we hope to hear, from 
the platform, some of those vocal solos with 
which Mr. Hutchinson favors the Caesar class. 

It gives both faculty and students much 
pleasure to see Dr. Mumper back in his place 
again. It was with a feeling of anxiety that 
inquiries were made concerning his health, 
each day of his absence. We are all greatly re
lieved to find him so much improved. During 
his illness, his sickroom was brightened bv 
flowers sent by his class. 

Spring!-- Chickens (!) are out.. 

ENGLISH NOTES.  

"WHAT seems to have struck visitors to 
Chicago was the eagerness with which 

phychology in the nature of child development, 
is studied in America. The topic is certainly 
not one which excites keen interest on this 
side of the water, and few there even among 
educational workers who have given it any 
attention. There may be those, however, who 
consider what child development needs in 
in America is not study, but neglect; for that 
precious juvenile who is the product of the 
American system seems to have impressed the 
English visitors most unfavorably." 

Journal of Ed. (London.) 
Professor Meiklejolin, at the Edinburgh Edu
cational Congresss said, that in his private 
opinion—he could speak his mind freely to 
friends and fellow teachers—Froebel was a fine 
old inspired idiot; and Pestalozzi was just 
such another. The gifts and games of the 
kindergarten were doubtless well calculated 
to turn out a set of tame, conventional, 
dull, well-behaved, well-educated, but extremely 
uninteresting children, but if that was Froebel-
ism he much preferred dancing to a Scottish 
real to the sound of the bag-pipes. To speak 
of a science of education was a fad, a primeval 
heresy, tlie grossest piece of nonsense that a 
man could talk about education. There never 
was, and never could be, a science of education, 
because every man or woman was a personality 
unaccountable, unverifiable, unintelligible. 
Thus Meiklejolin, poor man! 

The Easter bonnet and dress of the boarding 
hall girls was conspicuous by its absence 011 
Mar. 25- Wait until the Sunday after vacation 
if you wish to see her in her new dress. 

Misses Hudson and Swan were the first to 
welcome the fine spring weather by a game of 
tennis. Their example was soon followed bv 
other enthusiastic players and now lovers of 
the game may be seen 011 the courts every fine 
day, practicing for the proposed tournament. 
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THE PH1LOMATHEAN 

MENT.  
ENTERTAIN-

"MY 
"WHERE'S MOSES?" 

lord Abraham" said that the Philo-
mathean entertainment was a grand 

snccesss. Every one agreed with him. It 
passed off in very creditable manner and all 
those connected with it earned great praise. 

In the first part Miss Nevins kept inquiring 
after Moses in very pathetic tones but even 
with the help of several enterprising young 
people in the audience, she was unable to find 
him. The society's president, Miss Lulu Van 
Noy, did exceedingly well in both parts and, 
thanks to Miss Hughes, the stage manager, 
the entertainment did not suffer on account of 
any delays. These nuisances of amateur enter
tainments were entirely avoided. After the 
entertainment a reception was held in the gym
nasium. The full programme follows. 

PART FIRST. 
•' The Chronothanatoletron, or Old Times Made New. 

CAST. 
Genius of Nineteenth Century Miss Lulu Van Noy. 
Inventress Miss Helen Ten Eyck. 
Sarah Miss Lila Whitlock. 
Pliara >h's Daughter Miss Katherine S. Nevins, 
Cormalia, the Roman Matron Miss Maud McCain, 
Cleopatra MissTheo Leigh Hughes. 
Queen Eli/.abeth Miss I'ertie M. King. 
Mother Bickerdick Miss Lillian H. Quig'ey. 
Cecelia Miss Ivy Pearl Quigley. 
Agnesi of Bologna Miss MazieF. Harris-
Hypatia Miss Ha'riet A. Heck. 
Joen of Arc Miss Onee Jarvis. 
Bappho Miss Eleanor B. lloice. 
Martha Washington Miss Mildred Brower. 
Priscilla Miss Amy E. Hendrick. 

PART SECOND. 
"A Dress Rehearsal." 

CAST. 
Miss Jones—Principal of Giove House Academy, 

Miss Lulu Van Noy, 
Mdlle. Epinard—French Governess Miss Louise S. 

Irwin. 
Amy Tibbs—Afterwards Cinderella Miss Lilian 

Quigley. 
Clara Wilkins—Afterwards Prince Miss Helen Ten 

Eyck. 
Sarah Ann—The Greedy Girl...Miss Olivia It. Manning. 
Bophonisba Spivns-—The Romantic Girl...Miss Harriet 

A. Heck. 
Martha Higginr and Clara Jackson—Afterwards the 

Spiteful Sisters Misses King and Whitlock. 

Mrs. Jarvey—Elocution Mistress Miss Onee Jarvis. 
Miss Prudence Pinchback—A Visitor Miss Maude 

McCain. 
Ros i Jennings—Af.erwards Fairy God-mother Miss 
Amy Hendricks. 
Humpie Miss Mazie Harris. 

'i he ushers were Misses I va Quigley, Onee Jarvis, Amy 
Hendricks, Margaret Townsend, Lou Irwin, Mabie 
Harris, Olivia Maiming, Bertie King, Mildred Brover, 
Mary Ely and Marion Berry. 

Miss Iva Quigley was accompanist and Miss Theo L. 
Hughes was stage manager. 

BOY'S HALL NOTES. 

Mr. Morris, after an illness of two weeks has 
gone home. We extend to him our sympathies 
and our hopes of his speedy recovery. 

Mr. Solliday has joined the "Self Govern
ment" by a unanimous vote. 

The shrill clarion of the rooster is now 
often heard about the Hall, reminding us that 
spring with all its barnyard glories is here. 

Favorite expressions—O w—He don't cut any 
ice with me—Don't get icy— I'll jolly you. 

Hunt must be mis(s)takeu. 

Is it not time, now that there is plenty of 
grass, for the Grass-eaters to re-organize? 

The Pumpkin-kickers might also re-organ
ize. For, although there are now no pump
kins to kick; it will soon be time to plant 
pumpkin seed. 

FAVORITE OCCU PATIONS. 

Rue—crowing. 
Tliarp—keeping score. 
Poland—rising at 7:15 A. M. 
Hulbert—distributing the mail. 
Price—exacting justice. 
George Robbins—eating gravy. 
Sage—curling his muitache. 
Hunt—trading deserts. 
Morris—framing diplomas. 
Knight—finding Busti Atlas Map. 
Axford—organizing the second team. 
Chamberlain—pressing pants. 
Bateman—making taffy. 
Curtis—turning out the gas. 

J. T. Drake. 
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BASE-BALL.  

THE HOME TEAM HAPPY. 
THE league games between the C. C. C. C., 

Y. M. C. A. and our School have com
menced. The first was between the C. C. C. C. 
and State Schools. /IT Beat. Our battery 
work was good: their's was not. Hurd and 
Rickey played good games while Hollings-
wortli and P. Dickinson surprised their many 
friends by hitting the ball in great shape. 

We have a good team and will undoubtedly 
win the league if the " Christian Association" 
does not perform some very unchristian-like 
tricks. 

Following is the score: 
MODEL YS RIDER (C. C. G. C.) MARCH 31. 

Van Schock, r. f. i Leach, p. 
McElhany, 3rd. b. 1 Howell, 1 b. 
Olden, (Capt.) 2d. b. 1 Dickinson, 2 b. 

1 Rickey, 3 b. 
0 Hurd, (Capt.) s. s. 
1 Renault, c. f. 

good work. Leach, our short stop, kept up 
the reputation for good ball playing which he 
made in the box during the Riders game. 

MARMION CLUB . 

R. IB. S. O. P. O. E. 
Potter, 1. fi, 001 21 
Northorp s. s., p., 330 21 

W i l s o n ,  2 b . ,  2 1 1  1 4  
^tus> c" 13000 
I hompson, p., s. s., o 1 1 0 o 
Raker, ib., o 1 1 so 
Ofr> e. fi, 012 30 
Peas, 3b., 100 
Blackmore, r. f. 10 o 

3 
o o 
o o 

MODELS. 

Rafferty, s. s., p. 
Morgan, 1 b. 
Rinert, 1. f. 
Hoff, c. f. 
Sigfried, c. 
Garrison, p. 

Total runs, 

6" -1 

0 Worthington, c. 
1 Black, 1. f. 

0 Rickey. 3b., 
R.  
1  

IB.  
I  

S. O . 
O 

P.  O.  E .  
2 O 
r  0  0 Howell, ib., 1 7 x 

P.  O.  E .  
2 O 
r  0  

I  Leach, s. s., 1 
O 
O I  

a •« 
1 O 
O 1 
O 1  

7 Renault, c. fi, 1 I  2  

a •« 
1 O 
O 1 
O 1  

0 

3 
1  

Hollingsworth, r. fi, 1 I  O 

a •« 
1 O 
O 1 
O 1  

0 

3 
1  Black, 1. fi, 3 2 O O 0  
0 Hurd, p., 2 I  O 0  0  

1  1 0 Dickinson, 2b., 1 O I  
0  0  
1  1 

1 Worthington, c., 1 I  O 
0 * 

O 0  
SCORE BY INNINGS . 

SCORE BY INNINGS. 
1  2  3 4  5  6  
4 0 0 0 0 0  
0 3 2 0 0 0  

0 
1 

9 
o-
x-9 

Riders, 
Models, 

Struck out—by Garrison, 1; by Rafferty, 3; 
by Leach, 3. Base on balls—by Garrison, 3; 
by Rafferty, 3; by Leach 3. Two base hits—-
Van Schoik, Hoff, Rickey. Umpires—Cuddy 
and Wood. 

Marmion Club, 
Models, 

1  2  3  4  5 6 7  
2  4 0 0 0 2  o — 8  
134022 x-12 

Two-base hits—Titus, Rickey, Howell, 
Hurd. Struck out—by Thompson, 2; by 
Nor Jirop, 3 ; by Hurd, 7. Base on balls—by 
Northrop, 1; by Hurd, 9. Hit by pitched 
balls-—by Thompson, 3; by Northrop, 2. 

PRINCETON VS MODELS. (APRIL 7.) 

A team from Princeton College came down 
to Trenton to beat the Models, but were not 
able to succeed. Titus, an ex-Modelite was 
captain of this team. In the second inning 
Howell (Model) muffed an easy fly over first 
base, when two men were out, thus letting in 
four runs. If it had not been for some of the 
laughable errors on the part of Princeton's 
second baseman this "muff" would have de
cided the game. Princeton's pitchers were 
both ineffective while Hurd for us did some 

CLASS NOTES.  

MODEL SEN IOR NOTES. 

Somebody said "get a hired commencement 
orator"—RATS! 

No number of THE SIGNAL would be com
plete without an item concerning Ott's whis
kers. They are better. 

"I move this class dissolve itself." Motion 
lost. Vote, 27 to 1. 

MissM—'s opinion of Mr. B—: "Tautuni de-
cus enitet egregio ore 
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As the last SIGNAL predicted: Rickey is the 
only regular '94 man on the ball team. We 
believe in having one good representative 
rather than three or four poor ones. 

Mr. Elmer is quite an authority on chess, 
but, not being a good speller, he wrote to a 
friend and asked him how he liked cheese. 
This is a good joke on Elmer. 

NORMAL SENIOR II, 1ST DIVISION. 

Pupil teacher on chemistry, trying to make 
a flame from burning phosphorus, "Can you 

t'-l: light?" 
i' \To, there isn't enough of it." 

Pupil teacher—"Well a LITTLE must always 
come first, you know. 

Yes, we know. 

Miss Sh-pm—n is a noted speller of Normal 
'94, as well as a renowned fighter (with pillows) 
and has great giggling propensities. She also 
insists that EL.D. is an abbreviation for lawyer. 

At the beginning of the term Dr, Mumper 
told us, that we must not make the chemistry 
room a meeting place. Some of the young 
ladies and gentlemen have gone further and 
made it a " sparking place." 

MissH—n—r—s—n. "Hunts"an "Ax-for(d)" 
the "Baker" to send up a " Rood" " Poland(er)" 
or a "Pagan" with some "Little" "Taters" in 
"Solitary" pieces which she often "Mingles" 
with "Cod"-fish or a "Duck-worth" having. 
Wallace then serves up geometry for dessert. 

Miss Alida Wells. 

SENIOR II, 2D DIVISION . 

Miss B-n-rd thinks their might have been 
dust in the sea mist that closed around Ulysses' 
raft. We would inquire "Where was he at?" 

One of our young ladies has made a minute 
study of the condition of the stars at 3 A. M. 
Where, oh, where and when fair maid. 

Geometry—A negative area—A farm with a 
mortgage. 

Class Meeting. Pres.—Are their anymore 
standing committees to report? 

(Vice.) Arn't you going to hear the reports 
of the sitting down committees? 

We are glad to note the interest shown by 
our Senior's in the manual training room. 

We wish to formally express our thanks to 
to Misses Swan and Hudson, for the able 
and enthusiastic manner in which they con
ducted our chemistry classes, during Dr. Mum
per's absence. 

We feel deeply indebted to the "Board" for 
granting permission for the special courses, 
but our gratitude to the several teachers who 
have so willingly offered their instructions can 
never be expressed. 

"He, [Mr. D— ] was looking at me but I 
didn't see him." "Then how in the world did 
you know he was looking at you." "I felt 
it." (Meekly.) 

The young ladies wondered what happened 
to the "male department" 011 the fateful day 
when they remained. 

Miss Lena Van Dyke. 

SENIOR I CLASS. 
We were greatly delighted to welcome back 

Dr. Mumper, our teacher of chemistry and 
physics, after his long illness. We hope he 
will soon recover his strength. 

We have had some very interesting discus
sions in physics during his absence1 We also 
admire the way in which Mr. Robbins and 
Mr. Tomlinsou went forward and conducted 
the advanced work. 

We have had very interesting discussions in 
History of Education on methods of teaching, 
especially of teaching Algebra. 

Hair-dressing establishment—Room 87, first 
floor. 

It is quite delightful to see the way in which 
one of our young ladies waits so anxiously for 
the noon mail. I wonder if Mr. C—1 of P 
is as anxious? Too bad he had to "break the 
ice." 

Miss Alice Aspinwall. 
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A I CLASS. 

W e wonder what the result of the excursion 
of the " three little cubes who went to Asbury 
Park," has been. 

It comes in the "plan" of some of our class 
to "seek work," but the majority of us find 
plenty works without seeking it. Who "rec
ognizes" this as their plan? 

Why is it that Miss Cr - - g always looks to 
West to see the sun (son)? 

According to one of our teachers, in order to 
be equal to man, woman must learn to carry 
pocket-book in her pocket. 

The term "dummies" has been applied to 
us, and we cheerfully submit, as it neccesssarily 
a part of every class history. 

Miss Louisa M. Winslow. 

If any wish to be amused, let them go into 
Miss Field's room the seventh period and ob
serve how bright (?) most of the pupils are. 
Our classs is in the room during that period ! 

Miss Luther in attempting to bring out the 
point that in teaching prepositions, children 
think of objects they can see at first, asked the 
following question. 

"What do children think of most?" 
Miss Y— g, "Dolls." 

Miss Hattie V. A. Camp. 

Teacher in literature class.—"Is there any-
civil law against marrying when it would 
cause others unhappiness?" 

Bright senior girl--" The breach of promise 
law." 

B II, 2D DIVISION. 

One of the members of this class was heard 
to remark to an A n girl, "May, show me how-
to right-about-face in every direction,—and 
she takes physical culture ! 

We are sorry to observe that Professor Far
ley seems to encourage early engagements 
among the young ladies of this class as he is 
constantly providing those who modestly re
quest it, with an "Engaged" to hang on their 
door in the Hall, by which they may make 
the fact public. 

Miss Reilly objects to "potatoe" as one of 
the cereals. 

We have been sketching apples, onions, po
tatoes, lemons and nuts from nature in Miss 
Field's room. It has been suggested by several 
members of the class that the sketches should 
be labelled to avoid misunderstanding. The 
suggestion is considered good by all concerned. 

A number of the members of the class have 
accepted Miss Johnson's good advice, and have 
sacrificed part of their Tuesday evenings to 
meet with the Mendelssohn Choral Union. 

We miss the delightful Auditorium reception. 

The rooms of several of the Hall girls are 
adorned with Celestial photographs. For 
fm tlier knowledge 011 the subject, see recent 
law passed regarding Chinese registration. 

Among the familiar faces on the platform of 
the auditorium last month, was that of Dr. 
Barringer of Newark. His talk was enjoyed 
very much by the students. Dr. Barringer was 
accompanied by Prim Clark of the Newark 
Normal School and together they spent the 
day 111 vis iting the various classrooms and ob
serving the recitations. 

1 lie north end of the campus presents a 
scene of activity. With the "Varsity" team, 
the Model Stars" and the "Scrub" team, 
athletics receive their full share of attention 
from the boys. 

Spring-fever. 
Greens for dinner. 
Tennis on fine days. 

hat was the difference between Adam and 
Eve? 

hive was the first woman, but Adam was the 
first made, (maid.) 

\ 


